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Welcome to

McKinsey Sweden
We work with Sweden’s leading organizations to build winning global businesses, solve pressing social challenges, and nurture talent.









Our clients come to us for an independent, global perspective on their most critical challenges. To help them accelerate sustainable and inclusive growth, we offer a wide range of services that reinforce our core consulting work, from advanced data modeling to tools and technology expertise with McKinsey Digital.






Featured insights


Article

Nordic champions: The value creation formula at the cusp of a new era
December 13, 2023 - Nordic companies can tap into their understated strengths to spur growth in an increasingly uncertain world.









Article

Four themes shaping the future of the stormy European power market
January 27, 2023 - Demand for electricity in Europe is surging at a time when supplies are disrupted. To adapt to the market’s uncertainty...





Commentary

Generative AI is here: How tools like ChatGPT could change your business
December 20, 2022 - Generative AI and other foundation models are changing the AI game, taking assistive technology to a new level, reducing application...





Article

Renewable-energy development in a net-zero world: Disrupted supply chains
February 17, 2023 - Global supply chains have been under enormous pressure from the COVID-19 pandemic and the Ukraine crisis. In the wind and solar...





Article

The road to affordable autonomous mobility
January 3, 2022 - Robo-taxis promise affordable mobility. But with widely varying service costs across use cases and geography, providers must...





Interactive - McKinsey Quarterly

Make way for the metaverse
December 19, 2022 - The metaverse is morphing—and investments in the space are growing. Are you making the right moves?





Article

Playing offense to create Nordic sustainability champions
September 1, 2022 - Nordic companies are uniquely positioned to lead the world in combating climate change, potentially creating a Nordic Silicon...





Report

Toward a sustainable, inclusive, growing future: The role of business
November 13, 2022 - To make the world as sustainable and inclusive as we hope, a certain kind of economic growth will be necessary—and companies...





Article

Buy and scale: How incumbents can use M&A to grow new businesses
December 21, 2022 - Digital disruptors use M&A to build and scale new businesses at speed. Incumbents can do so, too.
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Careers



Working in Sweden
A career at McKinsey is an opportunity to work with remarkable people, to help shape growth and build important institutions in Sweden and across the world—and to learn and grow constantly. We welcome applications from outstanding graduates and experienced professionals.
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